Because true love knows no bounds

Hi! Nice to meet you.

Want to get to know us? Here’s all you need to know.

We are all about:

“Strengthening the bond between pets and
their owners by leveraging technology
to ensure a healthier, longer
and safer life together.”
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Now, we’re the world market leader trusted by pet parents
everywhere - and have 10,000 glowing reviews to prove it.
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Who is Tractive?
We keep dogs and cats safe, fit and happy.
Whether we’re improving the accuracy of our GPS trackers,
implementing new features such as activity monitoring, or developing
the next big thing in pet tech, everything we do is about making life
worry-free for pet parents.
With pet parents in over 150 countries putting their trust in us, we must
be doing something right.
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What the numbers say about Tractive
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World market leader in

GPS Tracking
for pets
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Countries worldwide

Meet the people who took Tractive
from underdog to #1 worldwide
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Michael Hurnaus
CEO
CEO Michael founded Tractive in October 2012.
Before embarking on a mission to keep all the
cats and dogs of the world safe and happy,
Michael was working in Silicon Valley for the
likes of Amazon. He is, much like a dog, always
optimistic, full of energy and not one to let go
once he gets fired up about something. His
enthusiasm is inspiring, and has led our team
to turn Tractive into a world market leader.

Wolfgang Reisinger
CFO
Wolfgang joined Tractive in 2014 and is
currently our Chief Financial Officer, a.k.a.
Kaching-master. He leads the Finance,
Operations, Sales, Customer Happiness and
HR teams. In other words, he is a superstar.
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Florian Gschwandtner
CGO
Without Runtastic founder and former CEO
Florian, there probably would have been no
Tractive. He joined forces with Michael H from
the get go, and helped him turn a big idea into
a big success. One of the original investors
in Tractive, Florian has also been our Chief
Growth Officer since January 2020. He is also
the judge on Austria’s response to Shark Tank,
“2 Minuten 2 Millionen.”

Michael Tschernuth
Mobile Lead
Michael currently leads our Mobile Team, is
a certified app mastermind, and was with
Tractive from day 1 as co-founder. Or even
earlier, if you count his time as part of the FH
Hagenberg crew.

Michael Lettner
CTO Hardware
Michael is one of the co-Michaels who founded
Tractive, and university buddies with the other
founders. As CTO Hardware, he’s in charge of
keeping our hardware best-in-class and ahead
of the curve.
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The Tractive origin story
Dogs. By nature, these loyal friends and lovable charmers (seriously, those eyes) are naturalborn explorers. Anyone who’s seen their dog dash off after a sudden sound, new scent, or animal
sighting knows exactly what we’re talking about. It was such a moment that got founder Michael
Hurnaus’ heart racing with fear, and got him thinking: “How can we keep our dogs safe - and
how can we say goodbye to worrying?”
He soon noticed no one had a solution. So he decided to come up with one himself. Thanks
to his time at Microsoft and Amazon, he had the technical chops. All he needed was an
adventure buddy. That person turned out to be Runtastic CEO and former university pal, Florian
Gschwandtner. Together, they built the business blueprint - and started searching for funding and
people. In 2012, Michael left Silicon Valley and founded Tractive in his native Austria.
Thus, the Tractive journey began.

Paw-vengers Assemble

Soon, the Michaels had tripled, with Michael(s) Lettner and Tschernuth joining as co-founders.
4 Runtastic founders got on board as investors - as well as renowned angel investor Hansi
Hansmann and legendary Le Mans racer Harold Primat.
What happens in Vegas… turns into a global success
The founding team went all in, working 24/7 to develop a prototype in time for CES 2013 in Las
Vegas. Less than 6 months in, they had made it to the world’s biggest consumer electronics
show, and received their first orders. Dozens, hundreds, and thousands more would follow.

From start-up to #1 in Europe

In just a few years, Tractive went from a small start-up founded by a couple of small-town boys
to a world market leader trusted by hundreds of pet parents to keep their pets safe, fit and
happy.
Next up - even safer, healthier, happier pets.
Tractive has continued to come up with innovations that keep
pet parents connected with their furry friends. For example,
an unrivalled LIVE tracking mode that helps in the most
crucial moments, as well as peace-of-mind features like
virtual fences and location history. All that - plus an
obsession with providing pet parents the best service at
the best price - has kept Tractive ahead of the pack.
Want to learn more about Tractive’s tech, or find press
information? Visit www.tractive.com
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Why we believe GPS tracking for pets is so important
• 34% of pets go missing at some point during their lifetime.
• A typical pet owner spends over €1,500 per dog and €1,000 per cat per
year.
• The compound annual growth rate of the pet wearable market is
expected to be 23% between 2020 and 2026.
• 56% of pet parents say they have special tech just for their pet.
• 8 in 10 people say technology gives them a greater sense of their
pet´s wellbeing or security.
• About 6 million animals enter animal shelters each year - in the US
alone.
• About 2 million animals are euthanized in the US every year.
• 40% of dogs and cats are overweight in European industrial countries the number is rising.
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The State of Pets in the US.
• More than half the country has a dog or cat.
• Total US pet industry spending in 2019: $96 billion.
• Pet care spending per person is twice as high as the rest of the world.
• 10 million dogs and cats get lost in the US per year
(2 million are stolen).
• The most popular breed in the US are labradors.
• 3 in 4 millennials owns a dog or cat in the US.
• 60% of dogs and cats are overweight in the US - the number is rising.
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Tractive GPS DOG LTE
Live Tracking
Virtual Fence
Integrated SIM Card
100% Waterproof & Robust
Activity Monitoring

MSRP

$49.99

Product Reviews:
Great Tracker - Great Service!

Works Well

It’s the best gadget ever

I’m using two Tractive devices for nearly two
years now. Thet are both working very well and
I will definitively keep on usign them.

Works well and makes walking with the dog
very relaxing.

It has saved our dogs so many times!

More information at: https://tractive.com/en-us/pd/gps-tracker
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Why users love Tractive
“When your dog suffers from epilepsy, you feel powerless.”
“You search for safety wherever you can. That’s where Tractive came in. As a dog
with a strict treatment schedule, being able to find him fast made this tracker a
lifesaver.”
Katja and her dog Marley

“Your tracker saved my dog’s life today.”
“She was outside playing, but I noticed she hadn’t moved for 15 min. I tracked her to
a creek, where she’d fallen through ice and couldn’t get out. Thank you for helping
me find and rescue her! ”
Angela and her dog Hasel
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“Tractive has been a lifeline”
My dog ran off chasing a cat, was quickly out of my site, I started panicking didn’t
know what to do, then I remembered Tractive, I got my phone out and started
following, she was moving fast but I was keeping up, than all of a sudden I noticed
on the map she was moving faster. Someone had picked her up in a car, and was
driving off, I called a friend and jumped in the car and followed, three miles later,
Tilly my dog was no longer moving on the map. By this time I was beside myself,
but the Tractive give me an address where she was, so we went to that address
and knocked on the door, I heard her through the door, I was so happy. When they
answered the door they were shocked to see me there asking for my dog. Before
they could answer Tilly ran into my arms. The people couldn’t believe how I was
able to follow, I don’t know if they were intending to keep her or was going to hand
her in, I am just so glad I was able to find so quickly and accurately. I don’t want to
think about what would’ve happened if I didn’t have Tractive.
Helen and her dog Tilly

“I got Tractive and now have complete peace of mind”
I have 3 cocker spaniels, two are rescues, one is very nervous as was rescued from
the travellers and was tied up outside and used as a breeding machine. She had
never known love and how to live as a proper dog. The world was and is a scary
place. She had been living with me about 6 weeks when she was spooked and I lost
her for 1.5 hours. The worst time ever. I found her soaked and shaking. I was told
of Tractive by the local dog community who were assisting in finding her. I bought
one and now have complete peace of mind. I know where she is at all times with
the constant updates. I can set up ring fences when we go away so I constantly
know where she is and I will never lose her again if the worst happens and she gets
spooked. I can track her and bring her home.
Sue Le-Heup
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Media Coverage

One of the biggest fears of any pet owner
is having their dog or cat escape from the
house and disappear out into the world,
never to be seen again. But Tractive looks to
eliminate that fear forever. - Digital Trends

“The new Runtastic” - Trending Topics
“Austrian company writes success story” - Presse
“ Tractive has the potential to be the next Runtastic” - Florian Gschwandtner
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For paw-sitive news
contact our Press Team

Victoria Dangl
Public Relations Manager
press@tractive.com
Tractive Public Relations
Randlstrasse 18a
4061 Pasching
Austria

Media Assets
• Managing Directors & Founders
• App Screens
• Logos
• Additional assets
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Further facts and findings
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From the world of tech
56% of pet parents say they have special tech just for their pets.
8 in 10 pet parents say technology gives them a greater sense of their
pets’ well-being.
Tractive, with location updates every 2 seconds, offers the fastest realtime GPS tracking on the market - and is the only company that offers
GPS tracking in over 150 countries.
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A sports and health snapshot
40% of cats and dogs are overweight in Europe - this number jumps up
to 60% for cats and 56% for dogs in the US.
Regular walks with your pet can decrease blood pressure and levels of
cholesterol.
Studies show: among dog owners who took their pets for regular walks,
60% met federal criteria for regular moderate or vigorous exercise.
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Research on living with pets
Socializing: Dog walks are not only a perfect bonding time with your pet,
but also a nice way to meet new people: according to a recent study 46%
say that walking your dog is an easy way to find new friends or a partner.
Emotional development is vitally important for children to become healthy
adults. And pets have proven to be beneficial to children, particularly
those with developmental challenges.
Pets can teach children the skill of responsibility and compassion.
Studies showed that when humans pet dogs, their bodies release
oxytocin, a hormone associated with not only with happiness, but also
with bonding and affection. According to the social support theory,
animals are a source of social support and companionship, which are
necessary for well-being.
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